
8:15 AM Weather Forecast

Sunday, March 3, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
✓ High temperatures today expected to get into the 

upper 60s F near 70 F.

Wind/Clouds:
✓ Winds will be from the south today at 14 – 20 mph 

mainly after 12 PM CT. Wind gusts are favored to  

be 30 – 35 MPH today, with isolated wind gusts of 

up to 40 mainly after 12 PM CT.

✓ Mostly sunny skies in the AM will then transition to 

scattered cloud coverage and more widespread 

cloud coverage after 8PM-CT. 

Special Weather Statement (Wind)

CHICAGO CUBS

Today’s Precipitation Chances:
Expecting a dry day today, aside from a low-end (10%) isolated light sprinkle after 10PM-CT along a passing front. 

Rain + Snow Totals: 

Any rainfall associated with these sprinkles will be <0.05”. 
Dew/Frost: 

Some light dew will be possible after 10PM-CT this evening, due to good surface moisture. Winds of 9 – 14 MPH will help limit 

formation. Favoring this to continue through 8AM-CT Monday before dryer air and stronger wind work in. 



10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Rainfall totals Next 7 Days 

Precipitation:

✓ MON:  Monday offers up the best potential the next few days for rain/ storms 

moving into the area, especially the PM hours.  Heavy rain cannot be ruled out 

with these storms.  A low-end risk for a stronger storm exists. 

✓ TUE: Lower confidence into TUE pending the speed of the front. Slower 

solutions would keep chances around TUE AM while quicker solutions leave 

Chicago on the drier side. Favoring now for rain/thundershower chances to 

leave by 9 AM. 

✓ WED: Conditions on Wednesday more likely dry than not. Any isolated showers 

would be in the early AM prior to 3 AM. 

✓ THU: Favoring dry conditions. App would be at risk of being too wet with rain 

chances as bulk of precip is favored to arrive Friday.  

✓ FRI: Another wave of precip is favored to arrive during the early morning on 

Friday and continue throughout the afternoon and into the Evening. Risk will be 

for heavy downpours and an isolated lightning strike.

Temperatures:
✓ Very mild an unseasonable air 

continues. A cold front will cool off 

temps from the mid 60s to upper 40s 

F getting into Tuesday and into the 

work week temperatures remain near 

steady in the mid to upper 40s F. 

✓ Nighttime lows remain mild as well. 

Mid to upper 30s F are expected post 

Tuesday. 

Wind/Clouds:
✓ More sun SUN and likely the first half of MON 

before the next system/ front moves in. 

Mon/Tue/Wed will hold more clouds than sun

✓ Mon can see a few elevated wind gusts at 25 

- 30 mph (potentially up to 30 mph) 

✓ Tue -Thu will be rather consistent with winds 

with PM gusts of around 20 - 25 mph. Locally 

up to 30 MPH.  
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